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It is estimated that 2% to 4% of the US population will seek treatment for temporomandibular
joint (TMJ) symptoms, typically occurring with anterior disc displacement. The
temporomandibular retrodiscal tissue (RDT) has been postulated to restrict pathologic disc
displacement. To elucidate RDT function, understanding regional RDT biomechanics and
ultrastructure is required. No prior biomechanical analysis has determined regional variations in
RDT properties or associated biomechanical outcomes with regional variations in collagen and
elastin organization. The purpose of this study was to determine direction- and region-dependent
tensile biomechanical characteristics and regional fibrillar arrangement of porcine RDT.
Incremental stress relaxation experiments were performed on 20 porcine RDT specimens, with
strain increments from 5% to 50%, a ramp-strain rate of 2% per second, and relaxation periods of
2.5 min. Tensile characteristics were determined between temporal and condylar regions and
anteroposterior and mediolateral directions. RDT preparations were imaged using secondharmonic generation (SHG) microscopy for both collagen and elastin. Young's modulus showed
significant differences by region ( P < 0.001) and strain ( P < 0.001). Young's modulus was <1
MPa from 5% to 20% strain, before increasing from 20% to 50% strain to a maximum of 2.9
MPa. Young's modulus trended higher in the temporal region and mediolateral direction.
Instantaneous and relaxed moduli showed no significant difference by region or direction.
Collagen arrangement was most organized near the disc boundary, with disorganization
increasing posteriorly. Elastin was present at the disc boundary and RDT mid-body. Porcine
RDT demonstrated region- and strain-dependent variations in tensile moduli, associated with
regional differences in collagen and elastin. The small tensile moduli suggest that the RDT is not
resistive to pathologic disc displacement. Further biomechanical analysis of the RDT is required
to fully define RDT functional roles. Understanding regional variations in tissue stiffness and
ultrastructure for TMJ components is critical to understanding joint function and for the longterm goal of improving TMJ disorder treatment strategies.

